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We provide quantization of a time-dependent completely integrable Hamiltonian system
such that its Hamiltonian and rst integrals possess time-independent spectra. For this
purpose, a time-dependent completely integrable system is extended to the autonomous
one, and time-dependent action-angle coordinates are introduced around an invariant ma-
nifold dieomorphic to the product of a torus and the time axis. Written relative to these
coordinates, a Hamiltonian and rst integrals of a time-dependent completely integrable
system become time-independent. Geometric quantization of this system is performed
with respect to the angle polarization spanned by almost-Hamiltonian vector elds of the
angle variables. The associated quantum algebra consists of functions ane in the ac-
tion coordinates. It has a continuum set of nonequivalent representations characterized by






A time-dependent Hamiltonian system of m degrees of freedom is said to be completely
integrable if it admits m independent rst integrals in involution. They are constant on
trajectories of this system. Therefore, we aim to quantize a time-dependent completely
integrable system so that its quantum Hamiltonian and operators of rst integrals possess
time-independent spectra.
In the framework of homogeneous Hamiltonian formalism, a time-dependent completely
integrable system of m degrees of freedom can be extended to an autonomous completely
integrable system of m + 1 degrees of freedom where the time is treated as a dynamic
variable.1−3 We use this fact in order to introduce time-dependent action-angle coordi-
nates, and our consideration starts from quantization of autonomous completely integrable
systems.
There are dierent approaches to quantization of autonomous completely integrable Ha-
miltonian systems.4;5 An advantage of geometric quantization is that it remains equivalent
under symplectic isomorphisms. One has studied geometric quantization of an autonomous
completely integrable Hamiltonian system around an invariant torus with respect to po-
larization generated by Hamiltonian vector elds of rst integrals.6;7 The problem is that
the associated quantum algebra includes functions which are not globally dened, and that
elements of its carrier space fail to be smooth sections of a quantum bundle. We use a
dierent polarization spanned by almost-Hamiltonian vector elds of angle variables.8 This
polarization is naturally dened relative to the action-angle coordinates. In accordance
with the well-known theorem,9;10 these coordinates can be introduced around an invariant
torus, but there are topological obstructions to their global existence.11;12 In the case of a
time-dependent completely integrable Hamiltonian system, one meets the problem that its
invariant manifolds are never compact because of the time axis. Therefore, we generalize
the above mentioned theorem to invariant manifolds which need not be compact, but obey
a certain condition (see Theorem 3 below).
Remark: A harmonic oscillator is usually mentioned as the simplest completely integrable
Hamiltonian system whose quantization in the action-angle variables looks notoriously dif-
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cult because the eigenvalues of its action operator fail to be lower bounded.13 However,
a harmonic oscillator quantized with respect to action-angle coordinates is dened on the
momentum phase space R2 n f0g, and it is not the standard oscillator on R2. There is a
monomorphism, but not an isomorphism of the Poisson algebra of smooth complex func-
tions on R2 to that on R2 n f0g. Furthermore, the angle polarization on R2 n f0g is not
extended to R2. As a consequence, the quantum algebra associated to this polarization is
not dened on R2, and characterizes quantization around a classical solution on an invariant
torus.
We quantize a time-dependent completely integrable Hamiltonian system around a (con-
nected) invariant manifold, dieomorphic to the product RTm of the time axis R and an
m-dimensional torus Tm. Under a certain condition, such an invariant manifold admits an
open neighbourhood equipped with the time-dependent action-angle coordinates (Ii; t; 
i),
i = 1; : : : ; m, where t is the Cartesian coordinate on R and i are cycle coordinates on Tm.
The key point is that, written with respect to these coordinates, a Hamiltonian and rst
integrals of a time-dependent completely integrable system become time-independent, and
they are functions only of the action variables Ii.
To quantize this system, we use the method of instantwise geometric quantization of
time-dependent Hamiltonian systems.14 As was mentioned above, we choose the angle po-
larization spanned by almost-Hamiltonian vector elds @k of the angle variables. The asso-
ciated quantum algebra A consists of functions which are ane in the action variables Ik.
We obtain the continuum set of its nonequivalent representations by rst order dierential
operators on smooth complex functions on RTm. This set is indexed by homomorphisms
of the de Rham cohomology group H1(Tm) of the torus Tm to the group U(1). In each
representation, the action operators Îk have countable spectra. The representations of A
are naturally extended to its enveloping algebra A. As a consequence, if a Hamiltonian and
rst integrals of a time-dependent completely integrable system are polinomials of action
variables, they can be quantized as Hermitian elements of A, and possess time-independent
spectra. Moreover, since the action operators Îk are diagonal, this quantization can also be
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extended to analytic functions of action variables.
II. QUANTIZATIONOF ANAUTONOMOUS COMPLETELY INTEGRABLE
SYSTEM
As was mentioned above, we provide geometric quantization of an autonomous com-
pletely integrable Hamiltonian system around an invariant torus with respect to the angle
polarization. Recall the following theorem.9;10
Theorem 1: Let (Z;Ω) be a 2m-dimensional symplectic manifold and f1; : : : ; fm smooth
real functions in involution on Z whose dierentials dfk are linearly independent almost
everywhere. Let M be a connected compact invariant manifold of the completely integrable
system ffkg. If M contains no critical points of fk, there exists an open neighbourhood of
M which is isomorphic to the symplectic annulus
W = V  Tm; (1)
where V  Rm is a nonempty (open contractible) domain. It is equipped with the action-
angle coordinates (Ik; 
k mod 2). With respect to these coordinates, the symplectic form
on W reads
Ω = dIk ^ dk; (2)
and all fk on W are functions of action coordinates (Ik) only. If ffkg are rst integrals
of some Hamiltonian system on (Z;Ω), its Hamiltonian on W also depends only on action
variables Ik.
Let us quantize the symplectic annulus (W;Ω) in Theorem 1. We follow the standard
geometric quantization procedure.15−17 Since the symplectic form Ω (2) is exact, the pre-
quantum bundle is a trivial complex line bundle C !W . Let its trivialization
C = W C (3)
hold xed. Any other trivialization leads to equivalent quantization of W . Given the
associated bundle coordinates (Ik; 
k; c), c 2 C, on C (3), one can treat its sections as
smooth complex functions on W .
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The Konstant{Souriau prequantization formula associates to each smooth real function
f 2 C1(W ) on W the rst order dierential operator
f̂ = −ir#f + f (4)
on sections of C, where
#f = @
kf@k − @kf@k
is the Hamiltonian vector eld of f and r is the covariant dierential with respect to a
U(1)-principal connection A on C whose curvature form obeys the prequantization condition
R = iΩ. This connection reads
A = A0 + icIkd
k ⊗ @c; (5)
where A0 is a flat U(1)-principal connection on C. The equivalence classes of flat princi-
pal connections on C are indexed by the set Rm=Zm of homomorphisms of the de Rham
cohomology group
H1(V  Tm) = H1(Tm) = Rm
of the annulus W (1) to U(1).17 We choose their representatives of the form
A0[k] = dIk ⊗ @k + dk ⊗ (@k + ikc@c); k 2 [0; 1):
Then the connection A (5) up to vertical automorphisms of the prequantum bundle C reads
A[k] = dIk ⊗ @k + dk ⊗ (@k + i(Ik + k)c@c): (6)
For the sake of simplicity, let k in the expression (6) be arbitrary real numbers, but we will
bear in mind that connections A[k] and A[
0
k] with k − 0k 2 Z are linked by a vertical
automorphism of C.
Given a connection (6), the prequantization operators (4) read
f̂ = −i#f + (f − (Ik + k)@kf): (7)
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It is readily observed that the prequantization operators f̂ also keep their form (7) on
sections of the quantum bundle C ⊗ D1=2, where D1=2 ! W is a metalinear bundle whose
sections are half-forms on W .
Let us choose the above mentioned angle polarization. It is the vertical tangent bundle
V  of the bre bundle
 : V  Tm ! Tm
spanned by the vectors @k. The corresponding quantum algebra A  C1(W ) consists of
ane functions
f = ak(r)Ik + b(
r) (8)
of action coordinates Ik. The carrier space E of its representation (7) consists of sections
 of the quantum bundle C ⊗ D1=2 ! W of compact support which obey the condition
r# = 0 for any Hamiltonian vector eld # subordinate to the polarization V . This
condition reads
@kf@
k = 0; 8f 2 C1(Tm):
It follows that elements of E are independent of action variables and, consequently, fail to
be of compact support, unless  = 0, i.e., E contains only one element  = 0.
Therefore, let us modify the standard quantization procedure as follows.14 Given an
imbedding
iT : T
m ! V  Tm;
let CT = i

TC be the pull-back of the prequantum bundle C (3) onto the torus T
m. It is a
trivial complex line bundle CT = T





k ⊗ (@k + i(Ik + k)c@c)
be the pull-back of the connection A[k] (6) onto CT , and let r denote the corresponding
covariant dierential. Let DT be a metalinear bundle of complex half-forms on the torus
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Tm. It admits the canonical lift of any vector eld  on Tm, and the corresponding Lie







Let us consider the tensor product
Y = CT ⊗DT ! Tm: (9)
Since the Hamiltonian vector elds
#f = a
k@k − (Ir@kar + @kb)@k
of functions f (8) are projectable onto Tm, one can associate to each f 2 A the rst order
dierential operator




k − akk + b (10)
on sections of Y . A direct computation shows that the operators (10) obey the Dirac
condition
[f̂ ; f̂ 0] = −i ̂ff; f 0g:








ss0; s; s0 2 ET :
Then f̂ (10) are Hermitian operators in ET . They provide the desired geometric quantization
of a completely integrable Hamiltonian system on the annulus W (1).
Of course, this quantization depends on the choice of a connection A[k] (6) and of a
metalinear bundle DT , which need not be trivial.
If DT is trivial, sections of the quantum bundle Y ! Tm (9) obey the transformation
rule
s(k + 2) = s(k)
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for all indices k. They are naturally complex smooth functions s 2 C1(Tm) on Tm. By
virtue of the multidimensional Fourier theorem, the functions
 (nr) = exp[i(nr
r)]; (nr) = (n1; : : : ; nm) 2 Zm; (11)
constitute an orthonormal basis for the pre-Hilbert space ET = C1(Tm). The action
operators
Îk = −i@k − k (12)
(10) are diagonal
Îk (nr) = (nk − k) (nr)
with respect to this basis. Other elements of the algebra A are decomposed into the pull-
back functions  (nr) on W which act on C
1(Tm) by multiplications
 (nr) (n′r) =  (nr) (n′r) =  (nr+n′r): (13)
If DT is a nontrivial metalinear bundle, sections of the quantum bundle Y ! Tm (9)
obey the transformation rule
T (
j + 2) = −T (j) (14)
for some indices j. In this case, the orthonormal basis for the pre-Hilbert space ET can be
represented by double-valued complex functions
 (ni;nj) = exp[i(ni




on Tm. They are eigenvectors




of the operators Îk (12), while the pull-back functions 
 (nr) act on the basis (15) by the
above law (13). It follows that the representation of the quantum algebra A determined
by the connection A[k] (6) in the space of sections (14) of a nontrivial quantum bundle
Y (9) is equivalent to its representation determined by the connection A[i; j − 12 ] in the
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space C1(Tm) of smooth complex functions on Tm. Therefore, one can restrict the study
of representations of the quantum algebra A to its representations in C1(Tm) dened by
dierent connections (6). These representations are nonequivalent, unless k − 0k 2 Z for
all indices k.
Given the representation (10) of the quantum algebra A in C1(Tm), a polynomial
Hamiltonian H(Ik) and polynomial rst integrals fi(Ik) of a completely integrable system
are uniquely quantized as Hermitian elements
Ĥ(Ik) = H(Îk); f̂i(Ik) = fi(Îk) (16)
of the enveloping algebra A of A. They have the countable spectra
Ĥ(Ik) (nr) = H(nk − k) (nr); f̂i(Ik) (nr) = fi(nk − k) (nr):
Note that, since the action operators Î are diagonal, the quantization formula (16) can be
extended to analytic functions of Ik on R
m.
III. CLASSICAL TIME-DEPENDENT COMPLETELY INTEGRABLE HA-
MILTONIAN SYSTEMS
The conguration space of a time-dependent mechanical system is a ber bundleQ! R
over the time axis R equipped with the bundle coordinates (t; qk), k = 1; : : : ; m. The
corresponding momentum phase space is the vertical cotangent bundle V Q of Q ! R
endowed with holonomic bundle coordinates (t; qk; pk).
18−20
The cotangent bundle T Q of Q is coordinated by





and plays the role of the homogeneous momentum phase space of time-dependent mechan-
ics. It is provided with the canonical Liouville form  = pdq
, the canonical symplectic
form ΩT = d, and the corresponding Poisson bracket
ff; f 0gT = @f@f 0 − @f@f 0; f; f 0 2 C1(T Q): (18)
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There is the canonical one-dimensional ber bundle
 : T Q! V Q; (19)
whose kernel is the annihilator of the vertical tangent bundle V Q  TQ. A glance at
the transformation law (17) shows that it is a trivial ane bundle. Indeed, given a global
section h of  , one can equip T Q with the ber coordinate r = p−h possessing the identity
transition functions.
The ber bundle (19) provides the vertical cotangent bundle V Q with the canonical
Poisson structure f; gV such that
ff; f 0gV = ff; f 0gT ; (20)
ff; f 0gV = @kf@kf 0 − @kf@kf 0; (21)
for all f; f 0 2 C1(V Q).1;6 The corresponding symplectic foliation coincides with the bra-
tion V Q! R.
However, the Poisson structure (21) fails to provide any dynamic equation on the mo-
mentum phase space V Q because Hamiltonian vector elds
#f = @
kf@k − @kf@k; #fcdf 0 = ff; f 0gV ; f; f 0 2 C1(V Q);
of functions on V Q are vertical. Hamiltonian dynamics of time-dependent mechanics is
described in a dierent way as a particular Hamiltonian dynamics on ber bundles.21;22
A Hamiltonian on the momentum phase space V Q! R of time-dependent mechanics
is dened as a global section
h : V Q! T Q; p  h = −H(t; qj ; pj);
of the ane bundle  (19). It yields the pull-back Hamiltonian form
H = h = pkdqk −Hdt (22)
on V Q. Given H (22), there exists a unique vector eld γH on V Q such that
γHcdt = 1; γHcdH = 0: (23)
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This vector eld reads
γH = @t + @
kH@k − @kH@k: (24)
It denes the rst order Hamilton equation
_t = 1; _qk = @kH; _pk = −@kH (25)
on V Q, where (t; qk; pk; _t; _qk; _pk) are holonomic coordinates on the tangent bundle TV Q.
Solutions of this equation are trajectories of the vector eld γH. They assemble into a
(regular) foliation of V Q.
A rst integral of the Hamilton equation (25) is dened as a smooth real function F on
V Q whose Lie derivative
LγHF = γHcdF = @tF + fH; FgV
along the vector eld γH (24) vanishes, i.e., the function F is constant on tragectories of
the vector eld γH . A time-dependent Hamiltonian system (V
Q;H) on V Q is said to be
completely integrable if the Hamilton equation (25) admits m rst integrals Fk which are
in involution with respect to the Poisson bracket f; gV (21) and whose dierentials dFk are
linearly independent almost everywhere. This system can be extended to an autonomous
completely integrable Hamiltonian system on T Q as follows.
Let us consider the pull-back H of the Hamiltonian form H = h onto the cotangent
bundle T Q. It is readily observed that the dierence  − h is a horizontal one-form
on T Q! R and that
H = @tc(− h)) = p+H (26)
is a function on T Q.14;20 Let us regard H (26) as a Hamiltonian of an autonomous Ha-
miltonian system on the symplectic manifold (T Q;ΩT ). The Hamiltonian vector eld of
H on T Q reads
γT = @t − @tH@0 + @kH@k − @kH@k: (27)
It is projected onto the vector eld γH (24) on V
Q, and the relation
(LγHf) = fH; fgT ; 8f 2 C1(V Q):
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holds. An immediate consequence of this relation is the following.
Proposition 2: Let (V Q;H ;Fk) be a time-dependent completely integrable Hamiltonian
system with rst integrals fFkg on V Q. Then (T Q;H; Fk) is an autonomous com-
pletely integrable Hamiltonian system on T Q whose rst integrals fH; Fkg are in in-
volution with respect to the Poisson bracket f; gT (18). Furthemore, let N be a con-
nected invariant manifold of the time-dependent completely integrable Hamiltonian system
(V Q;H ;Fk). Then h(N)  T Q is a connected invariant manifold of the completely in-
tegrable Hamiltonian system (T Q;H; Fk) on T Q. If N contains no critical points of
rst integrals Fk, then fH; Fkg have no critical points in h(N).
Hereafter, we restrict our consideration to the case of a complete vector eld γH (24).
This means that the Hamilton equation (25) admits a unique global solution through each
point of the momentum phase space V Q, and the trajectories of γH dene a trivial ber
bundle
 : V Q! V t Q (28)
of V Q over any ber V t Q of V
Q! R. Without a loss of generality, we choose the ber
i0 : V

Q ! V Q at t = 0. Since N is an invariant manifold, the bration (28) also yields the
bration of N onto
N0 = N \ V 0 Q (29)
which makes N to the trivial ber bundle
N = −1(N0) = RN0:
It is readily observed that N0 (29) is an invariant manifold of the completely integrable
system fi0Fkg on the symplectic leaf V 0 Q.
IV. TIME-DEPENDENT ACTION-ANGLE COORDINATES
Let us introduce time-dependent action-angle coordinates around an invariant mani-
fold N of a time-dependent completely integrable Hamiltonian system (V Q;H) as those
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induced by the action-angle coordinates around the invariant manifold h(N) of the au-
tonomous completely integrable system (T Q;H) in Proposition 2. Since N and, con-
sequently, h(N) are noncompact, we start from the following generalization of Theorem
1.
Theorem 3: Let M 0 be a connected invariant manifold of an autonomous completely inte-
grable system (F),  = 1; : : : ; n, on a symplectic manifold (Z;ΩZ), and let the Hamiltonian
vector elds of rst integrals F on M
0 be complete. Let there exist a neighbourhood U of
M 0 such that F have no critical points in U and the submersion
F : U ! Rn
is a trivial ber bundle over a domain V 0  Rn. Then U is isomorphic to the symplectic
annulus
W = V 0  (Rn−m  Tm) (30)
provided with the generalized action-angle coordinates
(I1; : : : ; In; x
1; : : : ; xn−m;1; : : : ; m) (31)
such that the symplectic form on W reads
ΩZ = dIi ^ xi + dIn−m+k ^ dk;
and the rst integrals F are functions of the action coordinates (I) only.
Proof: In accordance with the well-known theorem,9;23 the invariant manifold M 0 is dieo-
morphic to the product Rn−m  Tm, provided with coordinates
(y) = (x1; : : : ; xn−m;1; : : : ; m)
along the integral curves of Hamiltonian vector elds of rst integrals F on M
0. Let (J)
be coordinates on V 0  Rn which are values of rst integrals F. Since W 0 ! V 0 is a trivial
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bundle, (J; y
) are bundle coordinates on the annulus W 0 (30). The symplectic form ΩZ
on W 0 written with respect to these coordinates reads
ΩZ = a






where a is a nowhere degenerate matrix function on W
0. By the denition of coordinates
(y), the Hamiltonian vector elds # of rst integrals F take the coordinate form # =
#(J)@ and obey the relations
#cΩZ = −dJ; a# =  ; #b = 0:
It follows that v = (a
−1) (i.e., the matrix function a

 depends only on coordinates J),
and that b = 0. Since ΩZ is closed, one obtains the relation
@adJ ^ dJ = 0:
Then, by virtue of the relative Poincare lemma, a = @
I where I are functions on the
domain V 0. Thus, we obtain the desired coordinates (31).
In particular, let M 0 be a compact invariant manifold of a completely integrable system
fFg,  = 1; : : : ; n, on a symplectic manifold (Z;ΩZ) which does not contain critical points
of the rst integrals F. One can show that the condition of Theorem 3 always holds,
10 and
we come to Theorem 1.
Now, let us apply Theorem 3 to completely integrable Hamiltonian systems in Proposi-
tion 2.
Theorem 4: Let the vector eld γH (24) be complete. Let a connected invariant manifold
N of a time-dependent completely integrable Hamiltonian system (V Q;H ;Fk) contain
no critical points of rst integrals Fk, and let its projection N0 (29) onto the ber V

0 Q
along trajectories of γH be compact. Then the invariant manifold h(N) of the completely
integrable Hamiltonian system (T Q;H; Fk) has an open neighbourhood U which obeys
the condition of Theorem 3.
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Proof: We rst show that the invariant manifold N0 of a completely integrable system on
the ber V 0 Q does not contain critical points of the rst integrals i

0Fk. On the contrary,
let us suppose that di0Fk = i

0dFk vanishes at some point y 2 N0. Then ucdFk(y) = 0 for
all vertical tangent vectors u to V Q ! R at y 2 V Q. If @tcdFk(y) also vanishes, then
dFk(y) = 0. If @tcdFk(y) 6= 0, then γH(y)cdFk(y) 6= 0. The both results contradict the con-
dition that Fk is a rst integral without critical points in N . Since N0 is compact and does
not contain critical points of i0Fk, Theorem 1 states that there is an open neighbourhood
of N0 in V

0 Q isomorphic to V N0 where V  Rm is an open domain, and that fvgN0,
v 2 V , are also invariant manifolds in V 0 Q. Then
W = −1(V N0) = V N (32)
is an open neighbourhood in V Q of the invariant manifoldN foliated by invariant manifolds
−1(fvg  N0), v 2 V , of the time-dependent completely integrable Hamiltonian system
on V Q. Since Fk = (i0Fk), we obtain that dFk = 
d(i0Fk) 6= 0 on W , i.e., the rst
integrals Fk of the time-dependent completely integrable system have no critical points in
the neighbourhood W of the invarian manifold N . For any real number r 2 (−"; "), let us
consider a section
hr : V
Q! T Q; p  hr = −H(t; qj ; pj) + r;
of the ane bundle  (19). Then the images hr(W ), r 2 (−"; "), of the open neighbourhood
W (32) of N in V Q make up an open neighbourhood U of h(N) = h0(N) in T Q. Because
(U) = W , the pull-backs Fk of rst integrals Fk have no critical points in U , and so is
obviously the function H (26). Since the coordinate r = p− h provides a trivialization of
the ane bundle  , the open neighbourhood U of h(N) is dieomorphic to the product
(−"; ") h(W ) = (−"; ") V  h(N)
which is a trivialization of the bration
H  (Fk) : U ! (−"; ") V:
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Now, it remains to prove that the Hamiltonian vector elds of H and Fk on U are
complete. It is readily observed that the Hamiltonian vector eld γT (27) of H is tangent
to the manifolds hr(W ), and is the image
γT = Thr  γH  
of the vector eld γH (24) on W (32). The latter is complete on W , and so is γT on U .
Similarly, the Hamiltonian vector eld
γk = −@tFk@0 + @iFk@i − @iFk@i
of the function Fk on T Q with respect to the Poisson bracket f; gT (18) is tangent to
the manifolds hr(W ), and is the image
γk = Thr  #k  
of the Hamiltonian vector eld
#k = @
iFk@i − @iFk@i
of the rst integral Fk on W with respect to the Poisson bracket f; gV (21). The vector
elds #k on W are vertical relative to the bration W ! R, and are tangent to compact
manifolds. Therefore, they are complete, and so are the vector elds γk on U . Thus, U is
the desired open neighbourhood of the invariant manifold h(N).
In accordance with Theorem 3, the open neighbourhood U of the invariant manifold
h(N) of the completely integrable Hamiltonian system (T Q;H; Fk) in Theorem 4 is
isomorphic to the symplectic annulus
W 0 = V 0  (R Tm); V 0 = (−"; ") V; (33)
provided with the generalized action-angle coordinates
(I0; : : : ; Im; t; 
1; : : : ; m): (34)
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i.e., the action coordinate I0 is linear in the coordinate r, while Ii are independent of r.
With respect to the coordinates (34), the symplectic form on W 0 reads
ΩT = dI0 ^ dt+ dIk ^ dk;
the Hamiltonian H is an ane function
H = I0 +H0(Ij) (35)
of the action coordinate I0, while the rst integrals 
Fk depends only on the action coor-
dinates Ii. The Hamiltonian vector eld of the Hamiltonian (35) is
γT = @t + @
iH0@i: (36)
Since the action coordinates Ii are independent on the coordinate r, the symplectic
annulus W 0 (33) inherits the composite bration
W 0
−!V  (R Tm)−!R: (37)
Therefore, one can regard
W = V  (R Tm) (38)
as a momentum phase space of the time-dependent Hamiltonian system in question around
the invariant manifold N . It is coordinated by (Ii; t; 
i), which we agree to call the time-
dependent action-angle coordinates. By the relation similar to (20), W can be equipped
with the Poisson structure
ff; f 0gW = @if@if 0 − @if@if 0;
while the global section
h0 : W !W 0; I0  h0 = −H0;
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of the trivial bundle  (37) provides W with the Hamiltonian form
H 0 = Iidi −H0(Ij)dt:
The associated vector eld γH (23) is exactly the projection onto W of the Hamiltonian
vector eld γT (36), and takes the same coordinate form. It denes the Hamilton equation
Ii = const; _
i = @iH0(Ij) (39)
on W . One can think of this equation (39) as being the Hamilton equation of a time-
dependent Hamiltonian system around the invariant manifold N relative to time-dependent
action-angle coordinates.
V. QUANTUM TIME-DEPENDENT COMPLETELY INTEGRABLE SYS-
TEMS
In order to quantize the Hamiltonian system on the Poisson manifold (W; f; gW ), one
may follow the general procedure of instantwise geometric quantization of time-dependent
Hamiltonian systems in Ref. [14]. However, we can essentially simplify quantization of the
Hamiltonian system in question because the trivialization (38) of the ber bundle W ! R
holds xed and, consequently, the Poisson structure on W reduces to the direct product of
the symplectic structure Ω (2) on V Tm and the zero Poisson structure on R. In particular,
the Poisson algebra (C1(W ); f; gW ) of smooth real functions on W is the Lie algebra over
the ring C1(R) of smooth real functions on the time axis R. In order to quantize (W; f; gW ),
we therefore can repeat quantization of the symplectic manifold (V  Tm;Ω) in Section II,
but replace functions on Tm with those on R Tm.
Let us choose the angle polarization spanned by the vectors @i. The corresponding
quantum algebra A  C1(W ) consists of ane functions
f = ai(t; j)Ii + b(t; 
j)
of action coordinates Ii. It is represented by the rst order dierential operators
f̂ = −iai@i − i
2
@ia
i − aii + b; i 2 R; (40)
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in the space C1(R  Tm) of smooth complex functions on R  Tm. Given dierent col-
lections of real numbers (i) and (
0
i), the representations (40) are nonequivalent, unless
i − 0i 2 Z for all indices i. The carrier space C1(R Tm) is provided with the structure
of the pre-Hilbert C1(R)-module with respect to the nondegenerate C1(R)-bilinear form








;  ;  0 2 C1(R Tm):
The basis of this pre-Hilbert module is made up by the pull-backs onto RTm of functions
 (nr) (11) which are the eigenvectors of the action operators
Îk = −i@k − k; Îk (nr) = (nk − k) (nr):
The representation (40) of the Lie C1(R)-algebra A is prolonged to its enveloping al-
gebra A. Therefore, if the Hamiltonian H0(Ij) (35) is a polynomial function, it is uniquely
quantized Ĥ0 = H0(Îj) as an element of A, and has the countable time-independent spec-
trum
Ĥ0 (nr) = E(nr) (nr); E(nr) = H0(nj − j):
Similarly, polynomial rst integrals F = J(Ij) are quantized. Note that, since Ij are
diagonal operators, one can also quantize the Hamiltonians H0 and rst integrals which are
analytic functions on Rm.
The instantwise quantization of the Poisson manifold (W; f; gW ) can be extended to
quantization of the symplectic manifold (W 0;ΩT ), whose quantum algebra consists of func-
tions on W 0 which are ane in the action variables I0, Ii. Its representation coincides
with that of the quantum algebra A completed by the operator Î0 = −i@t in the space
C1(R Tm). In particular, we obtain the Schro¨dinger equation
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